The Chlorine Threat to Stratospheric Ozone

by Joe W. Waters

Chlorine monoxide
(CIO), the form of
chlorine mainly
implicated in the
destruction of strato·
spheric ozone, as
measured on Febru·
ary 14, 1993, in the
northern hemisphere,
and on August 14,
1992, in the southern
hemisphere, exhibits
similar patterns of
abundance around
both poles. Red and
darker colors indicate
CIO abundances of
one part per billion or
greater. Data from
JPL's Microwave Limb
Sounder produced
these maps.

Ozone has a split personality. Down near
Earth's surface, it's a bad guy-an element of
pollution and smog-which those of us who live
in the los Angeles area are all too familiar with.
In the stratosphere, however, where most of the
ozone resides, it's a good guy-in fact, its
presence there is essential for life on Earth. Here
I'm going to discuss only the good-guy ozone and
how it's threatened by chlorine, currently a very
active area of research. Tremendous progress is
being made in understanding this phenomenon,
but in the history of this research scientists have
been unpleasantly surprised by the processes that
can deplete ozone. Whether we're in for still
more unpleasant surprises is a very difficult
question to answer.
From space Earth's atmosphere appears as an
eggshell-thin layer, visible along the horizon.
The stratosphere is part of the upper atmosphere,
above the region in which most of the clouds
form, extending from about 10 to 15 kilometers
to about 50 kilometers above Earth's surface.
What is commonly called the ozone layer occurs
around the region where ozone abundances peak,
at about 20 to 25 kilometers above the surface.
Stratospheric ozone and life have a very special
relationship. In the primeval atmosphere, before
there was life, neither ozone nor oxygen existed in
significant amounts in the atmosphere. Scientific
theory holds that oxygen was produced by living
organisms after life evolved in the sea or other
bodies of water; oxygen entered the atmosphere
and some of it went on to form ozone. Once the
ozone layer was in place, life could then safely
climb out of the water onto land. So without life,

Whether we!re in
for still more
unpleasant surprises is a very
difficult question
.to answer.

there would be no ozone in the atmosphere, and
reciprocally, that ozone now shields life from
solar ultraviolet radiation.
A molecule of ozone consists ~f three atoms
of oxygen bound together, represented as 03'
Its abundance in the stratosphere is relatively
slight---onlyabout 10 molecules per million
total molecules at maximum. But that small
abundance is a very effective absorber of solar
ultraviolet radiation. Ultraviolet radiation, a very
short wavelength of light, is very damaging to
life, a principal manifestation in humans being
skin cancer. It has been estimated that a 5percent reduction in ozone would amount to
about 100,000 additional skin-cancer cases a year
in the United States. A striking effect of ozone
depletion on the ecosystem has been observed in
the marginal ice zone in the sea around Antarctica. The productivity of photoplankton there,
the base of the food chain in the sea, has been observed to decrease by some 10 percent when the
ozone hole is overhead.
Another aspect of ozone is that its absorption
of ultraviolet radiation heats the upper stratosphere. Ozone largely determines the temperature structure of the upper atmosphere, which, in
turn, determines its circulation. Since the stratosphere is heated from above, it's a relatively stable
layer'-----and therefore relatively comfortable for
airplanes. But the troposphere, the layer of the
atmosphere nearest Earth's surface, is heated from
below (mainly by visible radiation absorbed by
the surface), which creates relatively turbulent air
and the weather patterns we experience.
The amount of ozone in the stratosphere is
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Levels of chlorine
in the stratosphere
from 1950 projected
through the next
century, given the
controls on CFCs that
have been proposed
under various international agreements.
The total amount of
chlorine {whose
natural level is 0.6) is
represented along the
vertical axis in parts
per billion. {From
WMO and the Ozone
Issue, World Meteorological Organization,
Geneva, 1992.)
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Essentially all of
that additional
chlorine has come
from the production of chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs).
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maintained by a dynamic balance. Ozone is
being produced and destroyed continually, and
the net difference between those effects determines how much there is. So let's consider in
more detail how thar process works. Ozone is
produced from molecular oxygen, O 2 , a form that
is much more abundant in the atmosphereabout 21 percent. Ozone is produced when an
energetic photOn from the sun breaks some of the
O 2 molecules into two atoms of oxygen. The
resulting oxygen atoms react with some of the
remaining O 2 molecules to form 0 3' A tremendous amount of energy from the sun goes into
producing ozone- approximately 2 X 10 13 watts,
about three times the weal power consumed by
humankind. Ie's entirely unfeasible for us w
replenish ozone because of the energy required.
Ozone in concentrated form, however, is about
as explosive as dynamite. So, although it's extremely difficult to produce ozone, it's very easy
w destroy it. This can happen in several ways.
For the first 20 years or so of research in this field,
which starred around 1930, the only known
ozone-destroying mechanism was the interaction
of 0 3 wi th an oxygen atom W create tWO oxygen
molecules. It turns out that this is a very slow
process, and is now thought w account for only
about 10 percent of the total destruction of
ozone. But since 1950 several catalytic cycles
have been discovered that can speed up the
destruction of ozone very rapidly. Four chemical
families are involved in these speeded-up reactions- hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine, and
bromine, A major source of th e latter twO is
industrial production down on Earth's surface.
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Chlorine, in particular, is known w be a serious
threat w strawspheric ozone.
The graph above shows the total amount of
chlorine in the stratosphere, plotted over a 150year time period with projections forward for
various future scenarios. The vertical scale represents the total chlorine in parts per billion. The
natural level has been measured at about 0.6 parts
per billion, and we know that the source molecule for t his natural chlorine is methyl chloride
(CH)Cl), produced, for example, from sea salr.
Currently, the total amount of ch lorine in the
stratosphere is about 3.6 parrs per billion-six
times the natural amount. Essentially all of that
additional chlorine has come from the production
of chlorofhLOroearbons (CFCs). The curve on [he
graph that goes up out of sight represents what
would happen if th ere were no controls, no
cutbacks in the industrial production of these
molecules. The other curves show what would
happen under various international agreements
or proposals, the first of which is the Montreal
Proroeol of 1987, whieh was established after
chlori ne had been proven to be a threat to the
stratosphere, but before the cause of the ozone
hole had been discovered. This agreement cut
back the production of chlorine from industrial
sources, and was strengthened in London in
1990, as a result of proof [hac rhe ozone hole was
due to chlorine. Just this past year, even tighter
restrictions were suggested at an international
meeting in Copenhagen.
Bur even with these cutbacks, there's going to
be a lot more than the natural amount of chlorine
in the stratOsphere for a very long time. The

CFCs (carbon atoms
surrounded by
chlorine and fluorine
atoms) diffuse intact
into the upper strato·
sphere, where

ultraviolet radiation
can rip off a chlorine
atom, setting it free to
combine with ozone
to form chlorine
monoxide (CIO) and
2 , A single oxygen
atom can break up
CIO, freeing the chlor-

°

ine atom again to
continue its ozone·
destroying cycle.

The chlorine level
at which the
ozone hole is
generally considered to form is
about two parts
per billion, and
the chlorine in the
stratosphere will
remain abwe that
level for at least
100 years.

chlorine level at which rhe ozone hole is gene rall y
considered co form is about two parts per bill ion,
and the chlorine in the stratosphere will remain
above that level for ae least 100 years. Even if we
completely ceased produCtion of CFCs tOday, the
reservoir of chlorine in rhe lower atmosphere,
which takes time to diffuse upward to the upper
stratosphete, would continue to increase for about
10 years. So, no matter what we do, the problem
is going to be around for a long time.
How does ch lorine actually destroy ozone?
Chlorine enters the stratosphere in the form of
CFCs. Economically, these are extremely important molecules, used in refrigeration systems, for
example. CFC molecu les consist of a carbon atOm
(colored blue in the il lustration above) surround ed by chlorine (red) and fluorine (yellow) atOms.
They are extremely stable chemically, and it's this
chemical stability that makes them dangerous to
ozone, even though that sounds like a paradox.
They' re initially released in the lower atmosphere, where they don't interact chemically to
form other substances that would get removed
fro m the atmosphere naturally. And they're nor
sol uble in water, so they don't get mined out.
Eventually they diffuse upwatd, intact, intO the
stratOsphere, a p rocess that takes some 10 years.
If for the first 10 or 20 years of their existence
we can ass ume that these molecules res ided in refrigeration systems or other industrial products
before being released into the atmosphere, then
much of the chlorine that we're looking at now in
the stratOsphere was actually produced so me 20
or 30 years ago.
Because their upward diffusion takes such a

long time, the CFCs get mixed aroLlnd by winds
and are horizontally distributed unifo rm ly around
the globe. We think they enter the stratosphere
mostly through the tropics. Once they get above
the ozone layer, they' re no longer protected from
sohlr ultraviolet radiation. This radiation breaks
loose a chlorine atom, which then attacks the
ozone. The chlorine atom rips off one of the oxygen atoms from ozone to form an intermediate
molecule--<:h lorine monoxide (C10}--and leave
an oxygen molecule (0 2). Chlorine monoxide is
extremely shorr-li ved. It's very reactive and
interacts with the atomic oxygen that is naturally
present there. The atom ic oxygen rips the 0 off
the CIO to create another oxygen molecule and
leaves the chlorine atom free. So this chlorine
atom can then go on to a((ack another ozone
molecule and repeat the cycle. That's what
makes it so effective: if a chlorine atom destroyed
onJy one ozone molecule, it wouldn't be a problem. Bu t beca use the cycle repeats over and over,
a little ch lorine goes a long way,
What breaks this cycle' Eventually the c1liorine atom, instead of interacting with ozone, will
interact with met hane (CHIj) in the atmosphere
to form hydroch loric acid (Hel). The HCI
d iffuses downward, and because it's sol uble in
ra in the chlorine is finally washed out, closing th e
cycle. This "washing chlorine out of the atmosphere" is a very slow process, taking 100, maybe
even 200, years. The ozone destruction cycle can
also be broken when CIO interacts with nitrogen
dioxide (NO,) in the atmosphere to make chlorine nitrate (C10NO, ).
For about 10 years after the chlori ne threat to
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Right: After the
chlorine cycle of
ozone destruction
was discovered in
1974, calculations
based on laboratory
measurements of the
chemical reactions
were made to predict
the percentage
change in total ozone
due to CFCs emiUed
at the 1974 rate. This
prediction fluctuated
over the years before
stabilizing at about a
5 to 7 percent total
decrease (in 100
years), which caused
IiUle alarm in 1985.
(From Atmospheric
Ozone 1985, World
Meteorological Organ·
ization, Geneva,
1985.)
Far right: The relatively rosy prediction of
1985, represented by
the dashed line, was
shaUered when actual
stratospheric ozone
levels, measured by
Joe Fannan and a
British Antarctic
Survey team over
Antarctica, started a
continuing nosedive in
the 19705. The
vertical axis is in
Dobson units. (One
hundred Dobson units
represents a onemillimete ....thick layer
of ozone, if that ozone
were all concentrated
in a layer at Earth's
surface.)
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ozone was discovered (in 1974 by Mario Molina
and F. Sherwood Rowland ofUC Irvine), rhis
process was thoug ht ro be the whole srory. Based
on laboratory measurements of the rates of
chemical reactions, predictions were made. How
much ozone would this process be expected to
destroy? How much would this process change
the equilibrium of ozone and reduce its natural
abundance' The graph above shows rhe p redicted depletion-the new eq uili bri um that would
be set up afrer rhe chlorine had done irs sruff. In
1974 it was predicted that the ozone depletion
would be about 15 percent and that this depletion would be teached aftet more than !0O years.
In the graph, the hori zontal axis represents the
years the calculations were made, and the curve
fluctuates up and down as laboratory measurements of reaction rates improved. After about
1980, it tended ro stabilize at about 5 ro 7
percent . This gave us a sense of complacency; we
thought we knew what was happening . That
ozone would diminish 5 to 7 percent was still a
serious problem , but because this was supposed
to occur over such a long time the problem didn't
command any real sense of urgency. It would
happen slowl y enough for us to have time to
think about what to do.
What was really happening over Antarctica,
however, was another story, which is shown compared with the prediction (dashed line) in the
g raph above right. The verrical scale shows the
tOtal amount of ozone in the stratosphere above
Antarctica in OctOber, as measured by the
researchers who discovered the Antarctic ozone
hole. These were members of the British Antarc-
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tic Survey team, who began making measurements at the starr of the International Geophysical Year of 1957. In the mid-seventies ozone over
Antarctica really starred taking a nosedive. By
1985 it was down by about a facror of two. This
is a tremendous effect. At the outset, few really
expected that chlotine could be the cause of the
Antarctic ozone decrease; three hypotheses were
put forward ro explain it. One hypnthesis
asc ribed it to the increase in solar activity: the
greater the solar activity , the more nitrogen
oxides are produced, which can des troy ozone.
Another theory had to do with circulation:
perhaps the circulation pattern over Antarctica is
chang ing, causing an upwell ing of ozone-poor air
from below. The third theory had ro do with the
chlorine. We knew that chlorine was increasing
in the stratosphere during this period , but what
was being measured was so out ofline with the
ozone levels that had been predicted that this
explanation was difficult to accept.
So aftet this work was published in 1985,
scientists led by Susan Solomon of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (including a ]PL group under Barney Farmer and
Geoff Toon) hastily otgani zed an Antarc tic
expedition to test these hypotheses. Measurements indicated that neither the solar activity
nor the circulation could explai n the dramatic
decrease in ozone, but that it was due to chlorine
chemistry, which is enhanced in the meteorological conditions over Antarctica. Observations also
showed that it's in the lower portion of the
stratosphere that the ozone is being lost.
The clincher to implicating chlorine as

CIO

1.0

Right: The correlation
between a rise in
chlorine monoxide
and a drop in ozone
was measured in the
lower stratosphere
over Antarctica in
September 1987 by
James Anderson and
colleagues. The left
vertical axis rep·
resents CIO in parts
per billion, and the
right vertical axis is
ozone in parts per
million.
Below: The cause of
the unexpectedly high
amount of CIO turned
out to be a chemical
reaction taking place
on the particles (both
water ice and nitric
acid trihydrates) of
the polar stratospher·
ic c louds that fonn in
cold temperatures.
The end result is
the conversion of
two ozone molecules
to three oxygen
molecules.
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responsible for the ozone hole, certai nly the one
that has received the widest recognition, is the
measurements made by James Anderson and
colleagues at Harva rd (earlier measurementS by
ground-based microwave techniques had also
provided similar information). They had previously developed a technique for measuring the
chlorine monoxide molecule, then put their
instrument on a converted U2 spy plane in 1987,
and flew from the tip of South America into the
ozone hole. At the same time that they hit the
ozone hole and the ozone abundances went down,
the ClO abundances shot up. The abundance of
the chlorine monoxide molecule is a direct
measure of the rate at which chlorine destroys
ozone. The oxygen atOm in CIO has to have been
tipped out of ozone, and fo r CIO to be there in
any appreciable abundance, that process must be
cycling because ClO is short-lived. In the curve
at left you can see some of the impressive anti correlations between measured CIO and ozone.
Although this proved beyond any shadow of
doubt that the oZOne hole is due (Q chlorine, there
was sti ll a problem. All the theories at the time
maintained rhat it was absolutely impossible to
have this amount of CIO in the lower stratOsphere. It just "could n't happen." The theoties
predicted that the natural abundance would be
almos t 100 times lower than what was measured.
Something was obviously missing. And it
cuIned out to be rhat the theorerical models ineluded only the chemistry that occurs in rhe gas
phase of molecules. We now know that add it ional reactions, which do n't occur in rhe gas phase,
rake place on particles in the polar stratospheric

clouds that form in the cold temperacures over
Antatctica. HCI and ClONO, combine on the
surface of these ice clouds to form CI 2 , wh ich is
released, and nitric acid (HONO z), which stays
on the ice clouds. Even rather weak sunlight
breaks up the Cl2 into chlorine atOms, which can
rhen go on to attack ozone, forming CIO plus 0 2'
In the upper sttatosphete the ClO can ge t tecycled into chlorine atOms through interaction
wi th atomic oxygen, as mentioned earl ier, but in
the lower stratosphere th ere isn't enough atomic
oxygen to free up the chlorine again. There is,
however, anmher mechanism in which twO CIO
molec ules combine to fotm CIOOCI. This
ClOOCl can then be broken down by su nlight to
form ClOO plus CI, and the CIOO can also be
broken up by sunlight or collisions with other
molecules to free the remaining chlorine atom.
These reactions have the net effect of converting
twO ozone mo lecules to three oxygen molecules,
and were initially investigated in the laboratory
by Mario Molina in 1987 when he was at ]PL.
In summary, what's happening over Antarctica
is that the cold temperatures in [he Amarctic
winter cause ice clouds to form, which activates
the chlorine--converting it from safe to dangerous forms. The ozone hole then occurs in
September because the spring sunlight comes
around and breaks up the chlorine, which is
necessary to maintain the cycle. (Ou r recent
satell ite experim ents, to be discussed later, show
that this process is actually going on long before
September.)
Now, here one might ask a very reasonable
question. If the ozone hole is due to the low
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Above: Before being
shipped east t o join
t he re st of the space·
craft, t he Microwave
Limb Sounder (MLS)
is mounted on the
antenna range above
JPL to t est its reception of signal sources
a cross t he valley.
Above, right : The
heart of the MLS is
t his "w hisker," which
contacts the semiconductor diodes (the
dots in the picture,
whic h are a bout two
microns across) to
c onvert t he very short
wavelengths of the
CIO signals t o fre·
quencies whe re they
can be amplified by
more conventional
e lectronics. The
special diodes used in
the MLS were developed by R. J. Mattauch and colleagues
at the University of
V irginia.
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temperatures causing acrivation of chlorine, isn't
global warming a wonderful th ing? Unfortunately, it doesn't work that way. When we speak
of global warming, we mean warming near
Earth 's surface. This is because of tbe increase in
CO 2 , which PLitS a greenhoLlse blanket over LIS.
Bur that greenhouse blanket is effeCtively below
the stratosphere, and this causes the stratosphere
to cool. So rhe net effect (Jf "global warming" is
to aggravate the ozone-destroying process.
For almost two decades my group at J FL has
been developing techniques for making meas urements of the stratosphere. We do radio as t ronomy of the Earth. T h rough the wonders of quanrum mechanics, a large number of molecules in
the stratosphere-----one of them being t his culprit,
CIO-----naturall y broadcast at particular frequencies. We can build sensitive receivers at these
wavelengths and listen to the signals given off by
the mo lecules. The intensity of the signal allows
us to determine the molecule's abundance. Our
work at J PL has not just concentrmed on CIO,
but is devoted to sorting our the spectrum of all
the other molecules in the stratosphere a.'~ well.
We not only have to know where our target molecu les are, but also where there might be interfering li nes that could mess LIp our mea,<;u rements .
A )PL group led by Herb Pickett and Ed Cohen
is providing the enormous spectroscopy data
needed for this task. We sent instruments up on
balloons and aircraft before inves ting in satellites.
Our first balloon launch, in 1980, laid a firm
foundation fo r t he satellite experiments to follow.
We currently have data coming in from the
Upper Armosphere Research Satellite (UARS),
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a project established by NASA to perform a
comprehensive study of the upper at mosphere,
particularly the ozone layer. Our group is
responsible for one of 10 instruments on that
satellite- the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) .
It picks up microwaves from the edge, or limb,
of the atmosphere (seen tangentially through it).
T he heart of the instrument is the tiny "whisker"
semiconducror diode junCtion (above), which
transforms the very shorr wavelengths (about ODe
and a half millimeters, or L,aOO times shorter
than FM radio wavelengths) that the atmosphere
is en1irring to much longer wavelengths, or much
lower frequencies. T hen we amplify those signals
to a level that can be detected with conventional
electronics. Since nothing quite like the 1vILS
experiment had ever flown in space before, it rook
a tremendous amount of skill and sophisticated
design to put it together. MLS follows a long
history ofJ PL microwave experimenrs in space,
starting in 1962 with one going to Venus; Frank
Barath and Jim J ohnston, who led the overall
management ofMLS, first "cut their teeth" on
the 1962 Venus instrument.
UARS was launched precisely on schedule
from the space shuttle Discovery on September 12,
1991-an important deadline to make because
the ozone hole forms in September. After launch
and instrument rum-on , we had a few days to
look south at the ozone hole. The UA RS orbit is
designed to swirch observarion directions every
month; one month we would look mosrly south
(to 80° south latitude and 34° north ) and then
switch to looking mostly north the next month.
On the next page, top left, is a map, looking

Right: The MLS's first
view of the ozone hole
on September 21 ,
1991, less than 10
days after launch,
produced this expected picture, colorcoded by Dobson
units. Purple indicates very low levels
of ozone.
Far right: A map of
CIO in the stratosphere made on the
same date shows an
almost exact coincidence of high (red)
CIO with the low
levels of ozone. Scale
is 1019 CIO molecules
per square meter in a
vertical columnj one
unit corresponds to
about one part per
billion of CIO in the
lower stratosphere.
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sourh, made from data caken less than 10 days
after launch. This picture of rhe O:t:one hole
(purple indicares a very low amounr of ozone) is
what we expected to see. But what our instrument mapped for the firsr time was CIa in the
stratosphere. The ClO map (above, right) was
made at the same time as the ozone measurements, with red and darker colors indicaring high
cia abundances. You can see that rhe CIO is
concentrated where the ozone is depicted; there's
an almost exact coincidence.
When we switched to looking north in early
OctOber, we saw a different picture (right, top).
Blue indicates cia abundances below our
detectable level. While the northern part of the
planet looked pretty clean in regard to CIO in
early October, by the middle of December we
started seeing CtO sig nals that were definitely
above our noise level. By the middle of J anuary
(bottom), our observations gave quire a spectacular picture: about the same abundances of CIO
that we had seen in the ozone hol e over Antarctica and here occurring over populated areas of the
planer. Ai rcraft measurements had been done
before in the north, and we knew that there
would be enhanced CIO, bur we were very
surprised to see so much over sLich a large area.
Now, the first th ing we do when we see something like (his is to make sure ie's real. Examining the raw signals from the instrument made it
clear that the abundance of CIO over Moscow on
January 11 was comparable to char over Antarctica in the depths of the ozone hole.
Why was the CIO along one side of the planet
in the north on J anuary 11? Why was there

Aircraft measurements had been
done before in the
north, and we
knew that there
would be enhanced ClO, but
we were very
surprised to see so
much over such a
large area.

The maps above show
lower stratospheric
CIO measured on
October 2, 1991 (top).
December 14 (center),
and January 11, 1992
(bottom) in the
northem hemisphere.
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Right: In the same
.January 11 , 1992 map
of CIO as on the
previous page, the
black contour marks
the edge of daylight,
poleward of which the
CIO is expected to be
transformed into
CIOOCI. The green
contour indicates
where it was cold
enough for polar
stratospheric clouds
to form, a condition
ripe for conversion of
chlorine to CIO. This
daylight portion coin·
cides with the highest
levels of CIO. The
white contour indio
cates the appro ximate boundary of the
A rc tic vortex, which
serves to contain the

CIO.
Far right: A compari·
son of temperature,
C IO, and ozone in the
1991·92 northern
wi nte r vortex shows
clear correlations
bet ween t h e three.
The dashed line is t he
t hreshold for the pola r
stratospheric clouds.
As temperatures dip
below that line, CIO
shoots up, a nd ozone
decreases. The
crossh a t ched line
indicates the ozone
loss calculat ed from
the CIO; the gap in the
two lower curves
represents the
satellite's switch to
the southern view.
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nothing nearer the pole? (Our satellite can't see
higher rhan 80°, but the ClO clearly ends south
of that.) We can now explain this. The black
contour in the map above marks rhe edge of
daylight; poleward of that contour is winter
darkness. Theory predicts that CIO goes into the
ClOOCI form in darkness, which explains the
ClO decrease toward the nort h. The green
contOur marks out rhe general region in which
the temperatures were cold enough for the polar
stratospheric clouds to form and trigget the
conversion of chlori ne to CIO- and that's just
where we see the largest abundances of CIO.
Another important contributor to this distribution pattern is air motion. T he white contOur
roughly matks the edge of the Arctic vottex, a
swirling mass of air abou t the size of Asia. T he
air moving around inside this vortex is pretty
much contained (just how much is currently
somewhat controversial), and inside it much of
the chlorine in the atmosphere has been converted to the reactive forms, which include CIO .
We might expect to see ozone depletion where
we see all this chlorine monoxide, but when we
compare this picture with a map of the ozone in
the same place at the same time, we actually see
m(ffe ozone. It turns our that twO processes are
occurring in the vortex. One is the cold temperatures that can activate chlorine to CIO. The
other is the descent of ozone-rich air from above.
Ozone transported up from the tropics into the
polar regions is apparently descending into the
lower stratOsphere, and a race is going on between the rate at which rhe ozone is being
destroyed by the chlorine and the rate at which
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it's being rep lenished by descending air. It's
interest ing to look at the evolution of that situation over the \V inter. The chart above shows
temperatures, chlorine monoxide, and ozone
during the four-mooth period from December
1991 ro March 1992. The whire, dashed horizontal line in the top column is the threshold
below which the polar stratospheric clouds cao
form, and you can see that it gets cold enough for
them to form in the middle of December. When
that happens, the CIO shoots up, and ozone,
which normally increases at th is ti me of year due
to transport from the tropics, starts to decrease.
There are fluctuations in the ozone decrease, and
it's difficult to just pull out the ozone loss by
itself. The gap in the curves occurs because we
had to switch to the southward view-a very
frustrating period for us, because we really
wanted to see what was happening in the north.
By the time we looked back north, the temperatures had risen above the cloud threshold. Nitrogen is expected to come our of the evaporating
polar stratospheric clouds and quench the chlorine, and that's consistent with the observed
decrease in ClO.
It is inreresting to compare the levels of CIO
and ozone in the south polar reg ion on July 11,
1992, with those of its seasonal equivalent-the
same "solar day"--on January 11 in the north
polar reg ion (opposite). Just as in the north,
there is more ozone in this layer of the lower
stratosphere in polar regions . At the same time,
chlorine has al ready been activated to CIO.
(These are the first measurements ever made of
CIO in the south at this t ime of year.) We're

In the Antarctic
winter of 1992, CIO
was already at en·
hanced levels by the
beginning of June and
remaining high all
winter. More ozone
was coming in, how.
ever, in the early win·
ter than was being
eaten up by the CIO.
By mid·August the
ozone in the vertical
layer shown here had
begun to decrease,
and the formation of
the ozone hole had
started.

On the same "solar
day"--'anuary 11,
1992, in the north and
.July 11, 1992, in the
south-there is more
CIO (top) in the north
than in the south.
More intense plane·
tary waves in the
north shift the vortex
off the pole more than
in the south. This
brings air processed
by polar stratospheric
clouds into sunlight,
which is needed to
maintain the high
abundances of CIO.
These planetary
waves also cause a
wanner winter
stratosphere in the
Arctic, which is the
reason that the CIO
doesn't stay around
as long in the north
and that no Arctic
ozone hole has Iyet)
fonned.

seeing the same processes in the south as in the
north, although the distribution of CIa in the
south is more symmetric abour the pole, than in
the north, where it's very asymmetric. The
northern hemisphere has a much richer distrib ution of sea and land than the south, causing
differential heating of the atmosphere and
crearing more intense planetary waves. Planetary
waves, for example atmospheric wind patterns
such as rhe jet stream, meander back and fort h
around the planer. The more intense planetary
waves in the north shift the vortex off the pole,
whi ch is the reason for the asymmetry, and also
cause a warmer winter stratosphere. The Arctic
stratosphere generally rends to be about 10
degrees warmer than Antarctica, and t hat's why
there's no ozone hole (yet) over the Arctic.
So these planetary waves are our friends; they
can warm the stratosphere in the Arctic winter,
thereby helping prevent an ozone hole from
forming. Once the remperatures do drop below
the thteshold for polar matospheric cloud
formation, however, the planetary waves work
against us by circulating the air out of the polar
night into sunshine, which is needed to maintain
the ozone destmction cycle. You can see that in
the CIO maps: on the same "solar" day, much
more of the CIO is present in the nort h than in
the south. But in the north the CIa doesn't stay
around as long, because it doesn't stay cold
enough for very long in the winter. We can trace
what happened through the southern wioter in
1992 (above) and again , this picture came as
somewhat of a surprise to us. The CIO reaches
enhanced levels as early as) une 1. The abundance
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February 1992

Above: In t his chart
made by ... ames
Gleason and colleagues from a
decade and a half of
global data from the
Total Ozone Mapping
Spect rometer, the
white area represents
the measured ranges
of stratospheric ozone
between 1979 and
1990, integrated over
latitudes from 65°$ to
65°N . The curve for
1992 and the segment
for 1993 are clearly
below the range of
values measured in
previous yea rs.
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of ch lorine monoxide is enhanced all wimer, bur
in the early wimer ozone is srill increasing,
because more ozone is coming in than is being
destroyed . By mid-August the ozone has started
to decrease, indicating that chemical destruction
of ozone has become the dominant process, and
the ozone hole has started to form.
Our observations in the northern hemisphere
continued through the winter of 1993. We saw
enhanced ClO as early as December 4 over
Russia. The vortex, elongated over Canada and
Russia, stayed pretty much cemeeed on the pole
throughout December and January. On January
8, before we had to switch CO looking southward,
it was mostly over Canada. But when we looked
back north in February, we saw a very different
picture from whar we had observed in Pebruary
1992. In 1993 ClO was enhanced through the
end of February into early Marc h. The temperature was a few degrees colder in Pebruary 1993
than in t he previous year, and this made a tremendous difference because 1.993 temperatures
were below the point where the polar stratospheric clouds form. We also observed significantly
less ozone in 1993 than in 1992, although this
was distributed throughout the northern hem isphere. Over the northern hemisphere rhis past
winter it was some 10-20 percent below what it
was rhe previous winter.
T he Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
(TOMS), on another NASA satellite, has been
making measurements for 15 years and can put
the low 1992-93 ozone in bener hisrorical
context than our satellite, which has been making
measurements for only rwo years. Above is a
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Ozone

Temperatures just a
few degrees colder in
the northern hemisphere in 1993
resulted in significantly more CIO than
in the previous year.
Ozone was observed
to be significantly
lower in 1993.

Ozone

MLS measurements of
sulfur dioxide in the
atmosphere following
the June 15, 1991,
eruption of Mount
Pinatubo show a
significant amount
still around in September and then diminishing. Red indicates 10
parts per billion, and .
purple indicates zero.
Sulfur dioxide decay
leads to formation of
the small sulfate
particulates where
chemical reactions
can take place that
shift stratospheric
chlorine toward
ozone·destroying
forms.

DiJcoverieJ of
qualitatively new
effects that deJtroy
ozone do not
appear to be
slowing down.

plot of rhe yeady cycle of coral global ozone
between 65° south and 65° north from TOMS,
made by James Gleason (of NASA's Goddard
Space Flighr Cemer) and colleagues . The whire
area indicates the extreme ranges of ozone for the
II-year period berween 1979 and 1990. The
yellow curve is L992, and the blue curve segment
is 1993. In 1993 ozone is at unprecedented low
values when viewed throughout the world. We
know that part of the cause is the chlori ne
activated by polar stratospheric clouds. We are
nO( sure of all the reasons for ozone being low
throughout the hemisphere, bur Mount Pinatubo, rhe Philippine volcano that erupted on June
15, 1991, is thought to be a contributor. Measurements showed that while Pinatubo did not
inject a significant amount of chlorine into the
atmosphere, the volcano did inject a lot of sulfur
dioxide (S02) into the stramsphere. In the maps
above of S02 from our instrument, red indicates
high sulfur dioxide, about lO molecules per
billion. Ir's es rimated from rhe TOMS dara rhar
Pinatubo otiginally injected about 20 million
mns of sulfur dioxide into the stratosphere. The
S02 gradually decays as it forms slllfuric acid,
which coagulates into tiny particulates called
aerosols. Laboratory measurements have shown
that heterogeneous chemical reactions can take
place on particulates of rhis sort and can shift the
balance of chlorine in the atmosphere toward
forms that are detrimental to ozone. So we expect
rhat Mount Pinatubo contributed to the low
values of ozone this pasr winter. Pinatubo would
not, however, have been a problem for ozone, had
not the stratosphere already been loaded with

ch lori ne. It's rhe chlorine thar's already there,
which can be converted on these Pinatubo
particulates, that causes the problem.
Now we hope we know everyt hing about the
processes that deplete ozone, bue it's really not
certain how much of the whole picture we have
at the present rime. Discoveries of qualitarively
new effects thar destroy ozone do not appear to be
slowing down. Bur even though there's still a lot
of uncertainty, there is also a much greater
sensitivity now to the planet's problems. More
effort is being pur into understanding the Earth
and whar we're doing to it. For our own parr, an
enhanced follow-on experiment is being planned
for long-term measurements on NASA's future
Earrh Observing Sysrem (EOS), both to continue
studies of ozone depletion and to measure
parameters important in climate change.
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